
Otley Camera Club Print Club

Most competitions at Otley Camera Club are split into two: digital and printed.  There is
obviously a time and cost element to printing and mounting the images however, there is
something great about having a physical picture to look at rather than an image on the screen.
A great print can also really enhance an image too. Print Club helps to reduce the costs and the
time of printing and mounting and offers support to members wanting to enter the prints
competition.

The concept is that members can order the prints together and then share the delivery fee
reducing the costs.  Additionally, with just one delivery, it means you are not waiting in for
deliveries and environmentally it is reducing packaging and transport.  There is also a mounting
service which will mount your prints ready for submission (this is available even if you don’t print
through the print club).  Print Club can be used as little or as much as you like.

The Basics

1. You submit your images to rsells827@gmail.com before the deadline stated on the table
at the bottom of this sheet.  Ensure you clearly state the size and type of print that you
require.

2. Prints are sent off to https://dscolourlabs.co.uk/.
3. When they are received from the printers, you are welcome to come and view them

before they are mounted or collect them if you want to mount them yourself.
4. You will be informed of the cost of the prints and the price of delivery.  The delivery

charge is £4.99 but this will be divided by how many members use Print Club for that
competition.

5. Any prints which have been mounted will be handed in to the Competition Secretary by
the deadline date. Note, you will need to ensure that you also send a digital copy of the
image to the Competition Secretary too.

The Finer Details

Printing

Print Club will simply send the file received from you to the printers.  However, it will also
support you if you are unsure of what to do or have any questions.

Requirements
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● The prices, sizes available and type of prints can be found here:
https://dscolourlabs.co.uk/about/Print_Prices. Ensure you have stated the size and type
of print you require when sending it.

● The image can be jpeg or tiff.
● The image should be set at 300dpi.
● If you have a print where an important element is very close to the edge, consider a

border around the image to allow the mount to go right up to the edge of the image with
very little overlap.

Mounting

● Your prints will be mounted on board 500mm x 400mm which is the required size for
competition entries.  It will be backed with a 1000mic grey backing board.

● Unless requested, the mounting aperture will be central and orientated the same way as
the print.  A square print will be mounted portrait. If you require it differently, please ask.

● Subject to availability, the colours of mounts available are: black with a white core,
hayseed textured, ice white and bright white with black core.  Other colours could be
added to the list depending on demand.  Samples of the mounts are at the clubhouse
and can also be viewed here
https://www.paperspectrum.co.uk/pinnacle-500x400mm-mount-board-379-c.asp.

● Cost of mounting is £5 apart from the white with black core which is £5.50
● Prints can be mounted even if they are not printed through the print club.

2021/2022 Deadlines

Competition Hand In Print Club Deadline

Nature 23rd September Wednesday 15th September
-7pm

Product 11th November Wednesday 3rd November -
7pm

Transport 2nd December Wednesday 24th November -
7pm

Scapes 27th January Wednesday 19th January -
7pm

Interiors 17th March Wednesday 9th March -7pm
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Monochrome 28th April Wednesday 20th April -7pm

Note

● There is no obligation to take part in Print Club: you can use it as little or as often as you
would like.

● Print Club takes no responsibility for the quality of the print received or for any delays by
the printers or postal service.

● Although Print Club will endeavour to check images before they are sent, it is your
responsibility to ensure it meets the correct requirements.

● If only one person takes part, you will be contacted before the print is sent to ensure you
are happy to proceed as the delivery cost will not be shared.

● If you want to use the Printer Profiles they can be downloaded here:
https://dscolourlabs.co.uk/about/preparing-your-files


